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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 304.550
Euro 338.050
Sterling Pound 390.890
Canadian dollar 231.690
Turkish lira 52.970
Swiss Franc 307.320
US Dollar Buying 297.150

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.802
Indian Rupees 4.265
Pakistani Rupees 1.964
Srilankan Rupees 1.680
Nepali Rupees 2.651
Singapore Dollar 222.950
Hongkong Dollar 38.818
Bangladesh Taka 3.592
Philippine Peso 5.910
Thai Baht 10.033
Malaysian ringgit 77.890

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.268
Qatari Riyal 83.702
Omani Riyal 791.553
Bahraini Dinar 809.220
UAE Dirham 82.972

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 20.900

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Egyptian Pound - Transfer 18.771
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.223
Tunisian Dinar 110.750
Jordanian Dinar 430.000
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 0.203
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 32.024

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 304.740
Canadian Dollar 230.725
Sterling Pound 375.885
Euro 333.495
Swiss Frank 307.075
Bahrain Dinar 810.415
UAE Dirhams 83.370
Qatari Riyals 84.610
Saudi Riyals 82.160
Jordanian Dinar 431.105
Egyptian Pound 18.729
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.672
Indian Rupees 4.308
Pakistani Rupees 1.949
Bangladesh Taka 3.609
Philippines Pesso 5.872
Cyprus pound 18.130
Japanese Yen 3.815
Syrian Pound 1.595
Nepalese Rupees 2.697
Malaysian Ringgit 73.635

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.381152 0.396052
Czech Korune 0.004996 0.014296
Danish Krone 0.040867 0.045887
Euro 0.328207 0.341907
Georgian Lari 0.101963 0.101963
Hungarian 0.000919 0.001109
Norwegian Krone 0.029237 0.034437
Romanian Leu 0.053658 0.070508
Russian ruble 0.004723 0.004723
Slovakia 0.009106 0.019106
Swedish Krona 0.026958 0.031958
Swiss Franc 0.298535 0.309535

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.196643 0.208643
New Zealand Dollar 0.184544 0.194044

America
Canadian Dollar 0.225050 0.234050
US Dollars 0.300450 0.305750
US Dollars Mint 0.300950 0.305750

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.002963 0.003764

Chinese Yuan 0.041569 0.045069
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036731 0.039481
Indian Rupee 0.003692 0.004464
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000017 0.000023
Japanese Yen 0.002716 0.002896
Korean Won 0.000245 0.000261
Malaysian Ringgit 0.069217 0.075217
Nepalese Rupee 0.002626 0.002966
Pakistan Rupee 0.001349 0.002119
Philippine Peso 0.005710 0.006010
Singapore Dollar 0.216441 0.226441
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001319 0.001899
Taiwan 0.009806 0.009986
Thai Baht 0.009657 0.010207
Vietnamese Dong 0.000013 0.000013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.801674 0.809732
Egyptian Pound 0.018646 0.021387
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000214 0.000274
Jordanian Dinar 0.424644 0.433644
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000151 0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020849 0.044849
Omani Riyal 0.785909 0.793808
Qatar Riyal 0.082996 0.083830
Saudi Riyal 0.080127 0.081427
Syrian Pound 0.001291 0.001511
Tunisian Dinar 0.103038 0.111036
Turkish Lira 0.044940 0.054785
UAE Dirhams 0.082285 0.083113
Yemeni Riyal 0.000990 0.001070

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 43.065
Thai Bhat 10.935
Turkish Lira 54.365
Singapore dollars 220.536

South Africa’s 
latest power 
cuts highlight 
Eskom challenge
JOHANNESBURG: South Africa was hit by power
cuts yesterday after a number of Eskom generating
units broke down, highlighting the challenge facing
President Cyril Ramaphosa in rescuing the state
power f irm. Eskom said i t  would cut 2 ,000
megawatts (MW) of power from 9 a.m. local time
(0700 GMT) until 11 pm (2100 GMT) on a rotation-
al basis across the country, the first power cuts in
around seven months. The rand fell as much as 1
percent against  the dol lar  at  one stage after
Eskom’s comments, which will put more pressure on
the country’s weak economy ahead of a review by
Moody’s, the last of the big three credit rating
agencies to have an investment grade rating on
South Africa.

Eskom produces more than 90 percent of South
Africa’s electricity but has been hobbled by techni-
cal faults at its fleet of mainly coal-fired power sta-
tions. Johannesburg residents, who have grown used
to frequent power outages over the past decade,
expressed renewed frustration about the impact on
their lives.

“It’s almost year-end and this is when we make
money,” said Bridgette Moyo, 29, a hair stylist. “We
make money out of this business through electricity;
if it’s not there then we are going down.” 

Eric Gyimah, 26, a media consultant, said the pow-
er cuts were a “huge inconvenience”. Eskom said
close to a quarter of its roughly 45,000 MW capacity
was offline on Wednesday because of unplanned
breakdowns and faults including boiler tube leaks and
broken a conveyer belt for coal. —Reuters

ISTANBUL: Turkey’s Halkbank said yesterday that US
charges against it are part of sanctions Washington
slapped on Ankara over its military incursion in Syria
and represent an “unprecedented legal overreach.”

US prosecutors on Tuesday charged the state-
owned lender with taking part in a multibillion-dollar
scheme to evade US sanctions on Iran. In response,
Halkbank’s shares plunged as much as 7 percent yes-
terday despite a ban on short selling. The indictment
came a day after Washington imposed sanctions on
Turkish officials, hiked tariffs and halted trade talks in
an effort to persuade Ankara to stop attacks against the
Kurdish YPG militia in northeastern Syria.

The charges in a US district court in New York,
which further strains ties between the NATO allies,
alleges Turkey’s second-largest state bank conducted
fraud, money laundering, and other sanctions offences.

“These were filed as part of the sanctions introduced
against our country by the US government in response
to Operation Peace Spring, heroically launched by the
Turkish army to secure our borders and establish peace
in the region,” Halkbank said of the incursion now in its
eighth day. Turkey’s second-largest state bank said it
did not engage in sanctions violations as alleged and
falls outside of the US Justice Department’s jurisdiction
since it has no branches or employees in the United
States. “Therefore the decision to indict is an unprece-
dented legal overreach,” it said.

The case against Halkbank follows from a previous
criminal case that came to light in 2016 against Turkish-
Iranian gold trader Reza Zarrab, who was accused of
playing a central role in the sanctions evasion scheme.
Mehmet Hakan Atilla, a former Halkbank deputy general
manager, was arrested in New York the following year
and was later sentenced to 32 months in prison. He
returned to Turkey in July after serving out his sentence.

Zarrab pleaded guilty and testified for US prosecu-
tors. He said Iran, with the help of Halkbank and
Turkish government officials including President
Tayyip Erdogan, used a web of shell companies and
sham transactions in gold, food and medicine to side-
step US sanctions.

Turkey cast that case as a political plot against

Erdogan’s government and said it was an extension of a
2013 domestic corruption investigation, which Ankara
says was launched by the network of Fethullah Gulen, a
US-based Muslim cleric. “The Halkbank case has
always been on the table as political leverage,” said a
banking analyst who declined to be named.

Markets on edge
Before Turkish markets opened, authorities banned

short selling on seven large Turkish bank stocks includ-
ing Halkbank. Selling shares in the banks only to buy
them later in the session was also banned, authorities
said. State banks - which have sold dollars to defend
the lira since the Syria incursion began last week -
were yesterday squeezing funding in an offshore FX
swaps market to cushion the blow from the Halkbank
indictment, a bond trader said.

Halkbank stock nonetheless fell as much as 7.2 per-
cent at the open and was down 4.8 percent at 0939
GMT. The main banking index, which has fallen more
than 16 percent this month on fears of US repercus-
sions, was down 2.4 percent while Turkey’s broader
stock index was off 1.3 percent. Turkey’s incursion into
northeast Syria has tested its ties with the United
States and could imperil its economy’s recovery from
last year’s currency crisis. It came after President
Donald Trump’s abrupt decision to withdraw US troops
from the area.

The Kurdish YPG, which spearheaded the US-
backed Syrian Democratic Forces, was a main US ally
in the fight against Islamic State. Turkey’s lira has
declined some 10 percent against the dollar this year,
due largely to worries that Washington would sanction
Ankara over its purchase of Russian missile defence
systems. But the currency has firmed this week since
the US sanctions were announced and deemed lighter
than expected. After the Halkbank indictment, the lira
was up 0.3 percent at 5.9015 against the dollar.

Interventions
Following the Halkbank charges, the Borsa Istanbul

said its CEO temporarily banned short selling in bank-
ing shares within the top BIST-30 Index. The Capital

Markets Board said it would protect investors and pro-
mote market stability. The banking analyst called it “a
sort of intervention on the free market” and said
authorities were motivated not only by Halkbank but
the 8 percent fall in bank stocks on Monday. 

Sadrettin Bagci, another bank analyst, at Deniz
Yatirim, said Halkbank had the ability to absorb a pos-
sible fine of between $1.3-2.3 billion, depending on the
capital measurement. “We think that a possible direct
fine has been largely priced in the share price,” he said.

The US sanctions and increased tariffs risk slowing
Turkey’s recovery from recession after last year’s crisis

chopped nearly 30 percent off the value of the lira. The
crisis was set off by concerns over deteriorating US-
Turkey ties and political interference in monetary policy.

State banks stepped in to sell dollars in March when
the lira briefly tumbled, and traders said they inter-
vened again in the last two weeks. The bond trader said
they turned attention on Wednesday to the one-week
FX swap market, where rates jumped to 20.25 percent
and tested a 2-1/2 month high hit earlier this week. The
Turkish stocks covered by the short selling ban are:
Akbank, Garanti Bank, Halkbank, Is Bank , TSKB, VAK-
IFBANK and Yapi Kredi Bank. —Reuters

Shares drop despite ban on short selling

US charges represent ‘unprecedented 
overreach,’ says Turkey’s Halkbank 

ISTANBUL: In this file photo, people walk by as a street vendor stands in front of a branch of the Turkish
bank Halkbank in Istanbul. —AFP

South Korea cuts 
interest rate 
again as Japan 
trade row rumbles
SEOUL: South Korea’s central bank yes-
terday cut its key interest rate to the low-
est point in two years in an effort to prop
up its slowing economy as it is hit by a
trade spat with Japan.

The move comes as President Moon
Jae-in battles to kickstart inflation-after
prices fell for the first time last month-and
boost the stuttering economy, with parlia-
mentary elections due in six months.

It also makes the Bank of Korea the lat-
est central bank to slash rates around the
world as officials try to prop up their
economies in the face of a global slow-
down. The BoK lowered its key rate to 1.25
percent from 1.5 percent, citing contrac-
tion of global trade and “sluggishness in
exports and facilities investment”.

Borrowing costs are now level with their
previous record low, which was seen
between June 2016 and November 2017.
The won fell 0.2 percent against the dollar
in afternoon trade.

“As it is expected that domestic eco-
nomic growth will be moderate and it is
forecast that inflationary pressures on the
demand side will remain at a low level, the
Board will maintain its accommodative
monetary policy stance,” said the central
bank in a statement.  The rate cut comes as
the World’s 11th largest economy struggles
from a prolonged trade row between the US
and China as well as Seoul’s standoff with
Tokyo originating from historical dispute.
The two neighbors have been embroiled in a
dispute since July, when Japan tightened
export controls on three chemicals essential
to key products of South Korean tech com-
panies such as Samsung.

While both are key US allies in the
region, relations between the two remain
heavily affected by Japan’s expansionism in
the first half of the 20th century, including
its colonization of the peninsula.

Consumer price inflation is expected to
hover around zero “for some time” before

rising to the one percent range from next
year, the central bank said, far short of its
target of two percent.  Analysts warn that
South Korea may be entering deflation ter-
ritory after prices dropped 0.4 percent on-
year in September, the first negative read-

ing on record.  The BoK said economic
growth is expected to “fall below” the 2.2
percent projection made in July-the down-
grade from an earlier projection of 2.5 per-
cent.  GDP grew 2.7 percent in 2018, the
weakest pace in six years.  — AFP

SEOUL: Bank of Korea Governor Lee Ju-yeol speaks during a press conference
on its key interest rate at the central bank in Seoul yesterday. —AFP

US dollar makes 
a comeback in 
Cuba to fight 
capital flight
HAVANA: Cuba said on Tuesday it plans to allow some
stores to sell domestic appliances and other goods in US dol-
lars, as the country struggles to get to grips with a black mar-
ket of so-called mules who purchase goods abroad to sell

door-to-door. Vice President Salvador Valdes Mesa said 77
stores across the country would begin selling appliances and
other goods for dollars at the end of the month.

“We hope to increase the offer of domestic appliances
most in demand: electric motorcycles, flatscreen TVs, air
conditioners and spare parts for cars,” Valdes Mesa said dur-
ing a nationally televised round table with various ministers.
Cuba’s inefficient state-run economy is facing a crisis due to
the implosion of ally Venezuela’s economy and the tightening
of the decades-old US trade embargo under President
Donald Trump. The government granted pay raises to many
state employees and pensioners in July to stimulate demand.
It also slapped price controls on many products and said it
would work to increase local production to meet increased
demand. There are currently two currencies, the peso and the

convertible peso, which is valued at 24 pesos, circulating in
Cuba. Possession of the dollar and other tradable currencies
is legal, but they have previously not been deemed legal ten-
der for purchases.

Cubans who want to buy from the specialist stores will
need to use a dollar-denominated bank card from an
account opened with tradable currencies, such as the dollar
or euro. People may obtain those tradable currencies
through offshore remittances or by other means such as
exchanging local pesos on the street, the government said.
The government claims the convertible peso is equal to the
dollar, but imported appliances and other goods, when
available, have huge markups as they are purchased in trad-
able currencies while the peso and convertible peso have no
value abroad. —Reuters


